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I WAS the eager, enthusiastic new editor of Tiger 
comic . I had worked out lots of new ideas for 
the title . I rushed into the office of the managing 

editor and listed my plans for Tiger . A few minutes 
later, I left the office somewhat deflated, having been 
told: ‘It’s only a comic!’

Despite that setback, I continued to come up with 
ideas, which made Tiger a very popular title, eventually 
allowing me to launch such comics as Roy of the Rovers, 
The New Eagle, Speed, Mask, Teenage Mutant Hero Turtles, 
Scream and Wildcat … plus all their associated annuals 
and holiday specials . It was a golden era for comics, 
and I was privileged to work with some of the very best 
authors, artists and editorial staff as we entertained 
generations of children . I think I had the best job in 
Britain!

LION (1952–74)
The first comic I ever 
worked on was Lion . 
I had joined Fleetway 
Publications in 1961, 
starting work in the 
script department . 
Fleet way’s head-
quarters were in 
New Fleetway House 
in Farringdon Street 
in London, very 
close to Fleet Street . 
I worked on the fifth 
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floor, learning a great deal about writing for comics 
from script editor Ken Mennell . I sat in on his regular 
meetings with authors and was very impressed with 
how they bounced ideas off each other, producing 
great storylines . 

After a short while working with Ken, it was 
decided that I 
should gain some 
practical experience 
by working on a 
comic . Lion was the 
choice . I became a 
sub-editor, under 
the guidance of 
editor Bernard 
Smith, the man 
who had launched 
Lion in 1952 . 
By coincidence, 
Bernard lived in St 
Albans, the same as 
me . He taught me 
the whole system of producing a comic . His training 
was brilliant, and I kept the system he taught me 
throughout my career in comics .

Bernard had been involved with children’s comics 
for many years . He had joined Amalgamated Press 
before the war and was a former editor of Champion . 
It was Bernard who thought up the character Rockfist 
Rogan, a fighter pilot and one of the most famous 
characters in comics history .

Lion editor Bernard Smith and his 
wife, enjoying their retirement. 

Bernard is on his vintage bicycle, 
in those days a familiar sight in 

St. Albans.
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Bernard was a neat, smart man who edited Lion in a 
quiet, civilised way . He was a true gentleman . After he 
retired, he refused any invitation to revisit the editorial 
offices and was often seen cycling around St Albans 
on his vintage bicycle . All that cycling must have been 
good for him, for he lived a long life before passing 
away at the age of 104 . I can remember him saying to 
me, late in his life, that he was costing the company 
pension scheme a fortune!

Lion was a boys’ adventure comic . It was fascinating 
to be involved with such a famous title, and I found 
myself a great fan of picture-stories such as ‘Captain 
Condor’, starring the space hero created by author 
Frank Pepper to compete with Dan Dare in Eagle; 
‘Paddy Payne, Warrior of the Skies’, superbly drawn 
by Joe Colquhoun; ‘Robot Archie’, the mechanical 
man, written by Ted Cowan and illustrated by Ted 
Kearon; ‘Karl the Viking’, with brilliant artwork by Don 
Lawrence; ‘Rory Macduff’, illustrated by Reg Bunn; and 
‘Sandy Dean’s Schooldays’, written by Ted Cowan and 
drawn by Selby Donnison . Those stories and many 
others contributed to the success of Lion .

As a newcomer, I watched the various contributors 
make visits to the Lion office . Many of them were 
represented by agents . I can recall visits by Dan, 
Patrick and Tony Kelleher, of Temple Art Agency . They 
represented lots of artists, and their visits were always 
jolly occasions . They would present the artwork to 
Bernard Smith . The drawings were usually twice the 
size they appeared in the comic . The first thing Bernard 
would do would be to slap a ruler on to the artwork, to 
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make sure it was the right size; then he would discuss 
the artwork with the agent and all would be well with 
the world . 

Other agents I can remember were Gwen Woolley 
and Jack Wall from Rogers and Company, which later 
amalgamated with Temple Art Agency . 

After being received, the artwork would be checked 
against the script and then sent to a lettering artist, who 
would add the speech bubbles and panels to the story . 
It was amazing how neat their lettering was . This was, 
of course, in the days before computer lettering . Each 
letterer had their own distinctive style . Letterers would 
deliver their work and would often wait in the office 
while the lettering was read . Then they would do any 
corrections that were necessary! Lettering artists I can 
remember were Paul Greenwood, John Aldrich, Peter 
Knight, Stan Richardson, David Vandeput and a lady 
who worked for Temple Art Agency called Miss Cooke .

David Vandeput was the first contributor ever to 
give me a Christmas present . It was a bottle of whisky, 
which I proudly put under my desk, ready to take 
home . Unfortunately, some hours later, I accidentally 
kicked it, causing the bottle to topple over and break . 
I was desperately upset and raced around to find 
something to pour the remaining liquid into . I found 
an old coffee jar and poured the whisky into it from 
the broken bottle, but I never drank any of it, as pieces 
of glass were everywhere .

In February 1964, I had my first script published in 
Lion . It was a front cover feature about the Coldstream 
Guards, in a series called ‘Badges of the Brave’ . I visited 
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the headquarters of the Coldstream Guards to research 
the feature, and it made a good front and back cover 
for Lion .

It’s interesting looking through that issue of Lion . 
The first story in the comic was ‘Paddy Payne, Warrior 
of the Skies’, drawn by Joe Colquhoun . I think the 
author was Ted Cowan . Those two contributors were 
just about the first ones I met at New Fleetway House . 
Ted Cowan was an author who contributed many 
scripts for the boys’ comics . Always smartly dressed, 
he was a pleasant man to talk to and was always pleased 
to give me, a newcomer, lots of advice . Joe Colquhoun 
was also a gentleman and was one of the very best 
artists on the comics . In recent years, his reputation 
has grown and grown . His early instalments of ‘Roy 

The Lion notepaper that was used when the title 
was at Fleetway House.

If you got a letter from Fleetway Publications in the 1960s it 
would have this heading on the notepaper.
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of the Rovers’ in Tiger were classics, and his artwork 
on the story ‘Charley’s War’ in Battle was worthy of a 
major award .

The next story was ‘The Rock that Rocked Tollgate’, a 
schoolboy story drawn by Selby Donnison . Then there 
was ‘P .C .1, Top Cop of the Mounties’ . This was a comic 
strip drawn by Roy Davis, with tone added by myself, as 
instructed by Roy . The following story was ‘The King’s 
Musketeers and the Man in the Iron Mask’ . This was 
based on the works of Alexandre Dumas, and I think 
it was featured at the suggestion of editorial director 
Leonard Matthews . Next there was a column of jokes, 
sent in by the readers . Some of the subject matter would 
not be allowed today . Each winning reader got £1 . 

The following page was ‘Bruce Kent Challenges You 
to Spot the Clue’ . The readers had to solve a mystery 
before the solution was revealed . ‘Rory Macduff and 
the Giant of Gypsy Hill’ was the next story, all about 
a mysterious giant being . ‘Journey to the Edge of the 
World’ featured a young tribesman of prehistoric 
times . Next was a Robot Archie story, ‘The Curse of 
Dragon Island’, written by Ted Cowan and illustrated 
by Ted Kearon . Then a story called ‘Zip Nolan, Highway 
Patrol’, followed by the ‘Lion Birthday Club’, which, 
if I remember correctly, was run by the competitions 
department . 

On the next page was a text feature called ‘You Know 
their Names But Do You Know What They Did?’ The 
issue featured Captain Albert Ball . I was involved in this 
series because it was my job to go along to the photo 
library and obtain relevant photos . The penultimate 
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story was ‘Captain Condor’ in Shipwreck . Lion’s space 
adventurer was written by the great Frank Pepper . Frank 
would frequently travel up to London from his home in 
Devon to talk over stories with the editors . I was thrilled 
to meet him and listen to the way he talked about his 
stories and see the way his scripts were set out . 

There was brilliant artwork by Don Lawrence in 
the last story, ‘Karl the Viking’, which was full of fast-
moving adventure, which made it a very popular Lion 
story . My script, ‘Badges of the Brave’, continued on 
the back cover . 

I still have that copy of Lion!
My fellow sub-editor on Lion was Terry Magee, who 

later became one of the editors in my group, when 
I was in charge of the Boys’ Sport and Adventure 
Department .

I learned some art effects by working on a cartoon 
strip called ‘The Backwood Boys’, which was drawn 
by Roy Davis . Roy used to mark in blue ink where he 
wanted a tone put on his drawings . Being blue, the 
wash didn’t reproduce, and my job was to put a layer 
of Zipatone (a pattern of dots) on top of the blue wash, 
cutting around figures as Roy Davis indicated . It took 
ages, but it was a great way of learning art techniques!

I can remember when editor Bernard Smith went 
on holiday, leaving me in charge . He prepared a very 
detailed, typewritten list of instructions, telling me 
exactly what I had to do while he was away . It looked 
to be a little over the top, but actually it was a great help 
to me, and those instructions were something I have 
kept as a nice souvenir of those days .
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At that time, I was working in a large office, with 
Lion at one end of it and editor Derek Birnage with his 
Tiger editorial team at the other end . In between was 
Reg Clark, who was the sports editor for the group, 
contributing the occasional sporting article for Lion and 
writing for Tiger under the name of The Skipper . Every 
lunchtime, Bernard Smith, Derek and Reg would go for 
a stroll and a cup of tea . They were a very civilised trio .

Bernard Smith notes.
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Things are always changing, and one day Bernard 
Smith was transferred away from Lion to work on Air 
Ace Picture Library and Derek Birnage was taken off 
Tiger . Replacing them was David Gregory, who took 
over the two titles . 

David had previously been the editor in charge of 
Fleetway Annuals . He had Geoff Kemp in charge of 

Just some of the instructions I received when 
editor Bernard Smith went on holiday and I was 

left in charge of Lion. The notes were very useful.
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Lion, and he became my immediate boss . David and 
Geoff began to change Lion, bringing in new stories, 
such as ‘The Spider’, written by Jerry Siegel and superbly 
illustrated by Reg Bunn .

TIGER (1954–85)
One afternoon, when I was happily subbing on Lion, I 
was called in to see David Gregory, who was concerned 
about a spelling mistake that had appeared on the front 
cover of Tiger . He asked me to make an immediate 
transfer to Tiger … and to ensure it didn’t happen again! 
I did not realise it at the time, but this was a moment 
which changed my life completely .

Tiger was a sport and adventure title and contained 
some great picture-strips, including, of course, ‘Roy 
of the Rovers’ . Another title was ‘Jet-Ace Logan’, 
magnificently drawn by John Gillatt . I have always 
been a great fan of John’s artwork, and I think some of 
his ‘Jet-Ace Logan’ instalments are absolute classics and 
worthy of an award . During the following years I got 
to know John very well . He was a tall, very articulate 
man and a pleasure to work with . For most of his 
time on the comics, he was represented by Temple 
Art Agency .

The story ‘Johnny Cougar’ was about a Seminole 
wrestler . Much later, I wrote some of the ‘Johnny 
Cougar’ adventures myself, when regular author Tom 
Tully had to give up writing the story . Tom’s scripting 
of the wrestling story was first class, as were all the 
scripts written by Tom in so many of the Fleetway 
comics . He was also a regular visitor to the Fleetway 
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offices, and we had many enjoyable lunches together . 
He worked very closely with me on the ‘Roy of the 
Rovers’ story, when Roy developed into something of 
a PR sensation!

Like Lion, Tiger was printed letterpress, which 
did not give much chance to print photographs and 
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elaborate designs . But that was all to change, and Tiger 
was destined to be printed web-offset, which would 
completely change what we could do in the title . I 
was sent off to the south coast, to attend a web-offset 
course, learning the basic secret that oil and water don’t 
mix . The course was very useful, and I returned full of 
ideas about what we could use in the new-look Tiger .

I had a series of meetings with editor David Gregory, 
and I suggested a big picture policy . I figured that the 
readers would delight in collecting big, quality photos 
of their sporting heroes . When David agreed with my 
idea, the plan was put into place, along with the use of 
colour transparencies, to fill full-page sports features . 
The new format of Tiger made it look rather special 
when it finally converted to web-offset printing .

Some rival titles, when they went offset, did not 
take advantage of the new printing, and their layouts 
remained rooted in the letterpress era . I didn’t mind 
that at all, as it made Tiger look even better and more 
modern .

I invested in a special magnifying glass to view 
transparencies . I’d quickly discovered that a sporting 
action photo might seem very sharp when looked at 
with the naked eye on a 35mm transparency, but when 
viewed at full page size it could be very fuzzy .

My first editor, Bernard Smith on Lion, had taught 
me the perfect system for editing children’s comics . 
It was a system I used throughout my life on the 
comics . Now David Gregory taught me that an editor 
should have style and edit with a capital ‘E’ . I saw 
that long lunch hours were not a waste of time but 
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an opportunity to meet with contributors in relaxing 
surroundings . A lot of good story ideas were developed 
over a business lunch, and this was something else I 
learned from David .

In 1969, Fleetway decided to launch a new football 
magazine called Shoot . David Gregory was invited 
to be the editor, which left a vacancy on Tiger . The 
management had one or two names in mind, but 
David suggested I take over as editor . Luckily for 
me, the management agreed with David’s idea and 
I was promoted . David went on to make Shoot a big 
success .

I can vividly remember going into the office of 
managing editor Jack Le Grand and asking if I could 
have expenses . I put forward the argument that if a 
contributor such as Frank Pepper was coming all the 
way to London, from Devon, to talk about scripts, then 
at least I should be able to buy him lunch . My request 
was granted!

After a few months, I had a whole series of plans for 
Tiger . The first of these was to make Tiger an all-sports 
comic . It would mean getting rid of stories such as ‘Olac 
the Gladiator’ . Well written and well drawn, I felt that 
Olac belonged in another era of comics, so it had to 
go . The very popular sports stories would continue, as 
would the story ‘Typhoon Tracy’ . I managed to convert 
this story, about a really strong guy, into a sports story – 
and that took some doing . ‘Typhoon Tracy’ had arrived 
in Tiger after the merger with Hurricane in 1965 . The 
story ‘Skid Solo’ also made the journey from Hurricane 
to Tiger .
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I put the picture-stories in an arty black border 
and cut out the big opening frame, which had been a 
trademark of Tiger . I figured that deleting that opening 
frame would leave more room for the actual storylines . 
Artists were encouraged to enlarge the most action-
packed frame in each instalment, which made the 
pages look really exciting . At the end of each story, the 
readers were invited to give their marks out of ten for 
it . That idea proved very popular . The children were 
well used to their work being marked by teachers, so 
we gave them the opportunity to get their own back 
and mark someone else’s work . 

At this time, and for a long time afterwards, the 
editor’s letter in Tiger had been simply signed ‘The 
Editor’ . I wanted to change this . I felt the readers 
should know who they were dealing with . It had made 
a big impression on me, when I was a reader of the 
original Eagle . The editor’s letter was always signed 
by Marcus Morris – I felt I knew him, and it kept me 
loyal to the title . So, eventually, the editor’s letter was 
signed ‘Barrie Tomlinson’ . It took me years to build up 
enough confidence to do that and to get permission . 
But when it happened in some of my titles, it built up 
a good relationship between the readers and myself, 
even though some people thought I was doing some 
self-publicity!

Later, those criticisms surfaced again, when I 
regularly published photos of the editor in Tiger, 
showing myself at various functions and meeting 
celebrities . Once again, it was not done for self-
publicity but to allow the readers to get to know their 
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editor and see that he was a real person, attending 
events and meeting people, all with the aim of making 
Tiger a more successful publication . But some staff 
never believed that!

Tiger, and later my other titles, began appearing 
regularly in IPC News, the house magazine of the whole 
of the IPC Magazines empire . Previously, only the ‘big’ 
titles had been featured, like the women’s magazines, 
Horse and Hound or the practical titles . Now my photo 
started to appear on a regular basis, and my critics 
found new ammunition to have a moan about my 
publicity-seeking . All the publicity I generated was for 
my titles . A fellow editor once said to me, ‘You’re the 
most ambitious man I know!’ Yes, I was ambitious – but 
for my titles, not for any personal glory . Honest, guv!

Tiger was now packed with sporting stories and 
some sports feature pages . I wanted to add something 
to that, so I planned the Tiger Sports Star of the Year 
competition, inviting the readers to vote for their 
favourite sports star . Adults could already vote for 
their favourite sports personality, but I wanted to give 
children the opportunity to make their choice . I felt 
sure a footballer would be the first winner .

The launch of the competition covered the 
1969/70 period . The readers voted in their thousands . 
They loved the idea of being given the opportunity 
to vote for their top sports star . But the football vote 
was totally split, with everyone voting for the star of 
their favourite team . The first Tiger Sports Star of 
the Year was Ann Jones, a worthy winner, who had 
won the Wimbledon Ladies’ Singles title, as well as 
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winning the mixed doubles . No wonder Tiger readers 
voted for her!

For the 1970/71 Tiger Sports Star of the Year 
competition, I decided that we would nominate a list 
of sports stars who had achieved great things that year . 
This format worked well, and it was just as popular as 
the previous year . The new winner of the competition 
was Stoke City and England goalkeeper Gordon Banks .

A contact sheet of prints taken at the presentation of the 
Tiger Sports Star of the Year trophy to Gordon Banks, at 

Stoke City football ground.
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I travelled to Stoke with the gleaming Tiger Sports 
Star of the Year trophy, and presented it to England’s 
World Cup-winning goalkeeper on the Stoke City 
pitch . For me, it was a special moment, meeting the 
best goalkeeper in the world and one of my 1966 World 
Cup heroes .

There is a contact sheet of photos taken at the 
presentation . This is my memento of that big day in 
Stoke .

Gordon invited me back to his house to meet his 
family . I put the trophy in its box and swung it into 
the back of Gordon’s car, striking his hand as I did so . 
For a few moments, I feared seeing headlines saying 
‘ENGLAND GOALKEEPER’S HAND BROKEN BY TIGER 
EDITOR’! That nightmare didn’t happen, and, as we 
motored along, I asked Gordon what deals he had in 
place, following that historic World Cup win . 

He wasn’t writing for anyone!

Even when Gordon Banks was on tour with 
Stoke City, in Australia, he still found time to send 

a postcard to Tiger readers.
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